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ABSTRACT

Explicit expressions for the electron-impact excitation, ionization,
and resonant-recombination cross sections are derived in the average-
configuration distorted-wave approximation. Calculations using these
expressions are applied to several types of phenomena in electron-ion
scattering where comparison with other theoretical methods and experi-
mental oieasurements can be made.

I. INTRODUCTION

Thti theoretical study of electron-ion scattering processes not
only extends our understanding of atomic many-body structure and colli-
sion dynamics but also has important applications in laboratory and
astrophysical plasma research. Even with the advent of high-speed
computational machines a detailed knowledge of the time evolution of a
many-particle fermion system remains elusive. In the spirit of a NATO
Advanced Study a simple introductory approach to the electron-ion
scattering problem 1 B presented based on the single-configuration
Hartree-Fock model of the atom. In the following sections explicit
expressions are derived and numerical results are calculated in i:.ie
average-configuration distorted-vave approximation for the electron-
impact excitation, ionization and resonant-recombination cross sections.

The review is begun in Sect. II by deriving in the uncoupled repre-
sentation the average-configuration, or array-averaged, radiative tran-
sition rate. The same methods are then applied in Sect. Ill to obtain
expressions for thi average-configuration autoionization transition
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rate. In Sect. IV the average-configuration resonant-recombination
cross section Is found by aoplying the principle of detailed balancing
to the autoionization rates of Sect. III. Successive substitutions of
continuum orbitals for bound orbitals in Sects. V and VI completes the
derivation of both the average-configuration excitation and ionization
cross sections. The results of calculations using the average-
configuration electron-ion scattering cross sections are presented in
Sect. VII, where comparisons with both more detailed theoretical methods
and experimental measurements are made. Despite its simplicity the
average-configuration distorted-wave approximation proves quite useful
and sometimes surprisingly accurate in predicting various electron-ion
scattering processes.

II. AVERAGE-CONFIGURATION RADIATIVE RATE

Besides forming a simple introduction to the averaging nethods, the
average-configuration radiative rate proves quite useful in calculating
branching ratios for various electron-ion scattering processes. From
time-dependent perturbation theory the radiative transition rate from a
state i of the initial level to a state f of the final level is given by

where u is the transition frequency, c is the speed of light and atomic
units are used (1 a.u. » 27,212 eV). The labels J and M are the total
angular momentum quantum numbers for the N electron state, while y
represents all other quantum numbers needed to complete the specifica-
tion. The wavefunction <r|yJM> is chosen to be a linear combination of
antisymmetrized product states where the single-particle spin-orbitals
are given by

(a) . (2)

When the many-particle states lyJ^ involved in a transition can be ade-
quately represented by single configurations, it is useful to define an
average-configuration radiative transition rate by1

A £
YiJl

where to is the average transition frequency. The average rate Â . can be
used, for instance, in analyzing optical spectra in those special cases
where individual lines are not resolved.

For a given transition between configurations

where q is the subshell occupation number, Aj. may be evaluated using any
convenient angular Momentum coupling scheme. An example of Eq. (A) is
the transition 2s2p2 ->-2s22p, where qi - q2 - 2. _ It Is especially
instructive/and quite simple, however, to evaluate Aj. in the uncoupled



representation. For a radiative transition involving the active orbi-
tals n2i2

 + niAi, the average rate Ar of Eq. (3) may also be written as

| < n i l l | ; | n 2 J l 2 > | 2 , (5)
3c

where Gj is the total number of states in the initial configuration,
Nt(I+F) is the total number of single-particle transitions between the

initial and final configurations, and |<nii.i |r"|n2*2> I 2avg is the average
square of the single-particle dipole matrix element. The initial con-
figuration statistical weight is given by

where f"1) = n! / [n-m) !m! ] is the binomial coefficient. The total number

of single-particle transitions is given by

An easy way to verify Eq. (7) is to try an example, like 2s 2p2 + 2s 2 2p.
The active orbitals are 2p-*2s. There are (2) = ^ possible uncoupled
states

2pmjgns)

in the active subshell of the initial configuration which can make tran-
sitions to the (, ) = 1 possible uncoupled state

(2smjjmg, 2smjn )

in the active subshell of the final configuration. Since there are 2
single-particle states in each of the uncoupled states in the initial
active subshell and 2 single-particle states in the uncoupled state in
the final active subshell, the total number of single-particle transi-
tions is (2)(15)(2)(1) - 60.

The average square of the single-particle dipole matrix element is
defined by

2) (4X2 + 2) '

(8)

If we write r in terms of the K =• 1 spherical harmonic tensor,

r - r T C(D

xtli x '
then the dipole matrix element of Eq. (8) is given by



- D(12) 22
X

where the radial dipole matrix element is given by

dr . (11)
-'0

After squaring the dipole matrix element of Eq. (10), substituting into
Eq. (8), and then making use of the properties of sums over 3-j symbols,
one obtains

2ly [D(12)]2

l<nill|r|n2A2>|2av2 = • (12)
1 ' 3 V g (4^+2X4*2+2)

where l> =• max {̂

Substituting Gj of Eq. (6), Nt(I-*F) of Eq. (7), and

|<niAi|r|n2Jl2>|2avg of Ecl' (12) i n t 0 E<1* ̂ 5^ f o r r̂» we obtain

/4li + 2\/4A2 +

_ 8 ^ i<12 V ql A <U
3c3 (kli + 2\ (hlz -r 1\ (4Ai + 2)(4A2 + 2)

q2\ qi-1 A

or more simply

- 2)

The configuration .energies and bound radial orbitals needed to complete
the evaluation of Aj. for any atomic system may be obtained from the
atomic structure code of one's choice, such as Cowan's RCN program1 or
Fischer'8 MCHF program.2

III. AVERAGE-CONFIGURATION AUTOIONIZATION RATE

The autoionization transition rate from a state i of an initial
level of an N+l electron ion to a state f of the final level of an N
electron Ion is given by

4
Aa = —

f

where v^ * l/lr^-rj) and kf 1B the wavenumber of the continuum final

state |yfJfMf>» whose asymptotic form Is one times a sine function. In
the single configuration approximation, an average-configuration auto-
lonlzatloa rate is defined by1



N+l

E, |<YfJfMf| E
4

kf L (2J±

where kf Is the average wavenumber. As previously noted,3 for the f irst
of two types of transitions between configurations given by

( n U i ) q i + 1 (n2Jl2)q2"1 (naAa)"13"1 k a t , (17)

Aa may be evaluated using any convenient angular momentum coupling
scheme. An example of Eq. (17) is the transition 2p 53s 23p -> 2p 63s kJL,
where q = 5, q = 2 and q3 = 1. For an autoionization transition
involving the active orbitals (n2^2. 113JI3) ->• (niJi.1, ki,J!.i+)J the average
rate Aa in the uncoupled representation may also be written as

A Nt(I->F)
Aa =-z- G Kn i l ika^ l v |n2*2n3l3>|2 , (18)

kit

where Gj is again the total number of states in the in i t i a l configura-
tion, Nt(I->F) is the total number of transitions between the Ini t ia l and
final configurations, and |<n iJliki+Jlit | v |n2^2n3A3> | 2 a v g is the average
square of th= two-body Coulomb matrix element. The In i t i a l configura-
tion s ta t i s t i ca l weight is given by

qi

while the total number of transitions Is given by

4 1 2 + 2X q 3 A l a + 2W4X, +

q2 / \ q3 / \ 1

in analogy with Eqs. (6) and (7) of Sect. I.

The average square of the Coulomb matrix element may be separated
Into direct, exchange and cross terms,

v |n2Jl2n3A3>|2avg + I<k 1+̂ 411 iJli| v |n 2A2n3^3> | 2
aVg

- 2 |<mi.ikiUi»| v | a v g •

The average d i rec t term i s defined by

v

y y Umsi»m8 2UmS3'

mX1.mX2 msi»m8 2 ^4J11 +

v |n

2) (4i.3 + 2) (4*4 + 2)

(22)



If we write v in terms of a product of spherical harmonic tensors,

< V ( - l ) x C(K) c(<) , (23)
„ _K+1 , i-J - X X

K r > X=-K

then the direct matrix element of Eq. (22) is given by

v |n2*2m£2
n3*3m£3>

-xx

/(2Jl1+i)(2Jl2fl>(2AjH)(2Jlvfl)

where the radial Slater integral is given by

= » / / P f r ^ P i fr'") N p ^ r ̂  P o C r 1 ^ dx d r '

JO JO r> (25)

After squaring the direct matrix element of Eq. (24), substituting into
Eq. (22), and then making use of the properties of sums over 3-j
symbols, one obtains

v |n2*2n3-*3>|2avg

[RK(14;23)]2

4 ^ \ 0 0 0 j \ 0 0 0 j ( 2 K + 1 )

The derivation of the average square of the exchange and cross terms of
Eq. (21) proceeds in a similar manner to that of the direct term.

Substituting Gj of Eq. (19), Nt(I>F) of Eq. (20), and the complete

expression for |<n 1 Jt'Jc*• JLi»| v |n2̂ 2113-*3> | 2 a v g
 i n t ° EcI' <18) f o r Aa, we

obtain

\q1+l / \ q 2 / \ q 3 A /
Aa = — _ , (27)

qi / \ q2 )y q3 J



where

2 [ R * ' ( 4 1 ; 2 3 ) ] 2 , _

o o ) \o o o j —(2P+T)— ( 8)

*1 A2 K \ / * i K A2\ /*3 < A«A/*1 ic1

^ ^ ^ je.3 <•) \o o o / \o o o / \o o o / \ o o o

RK(l4;23) RK'(41;23) ,

or more simply

2 - qi) (4Jl4 + 2) M(14;23)
Aa = q 2 q 3 = . (29)

The second of the two types of transit ions between configurations
is given hy

(niAi) q l (n2X2)q2 - ( n i A i ) q l + 1 (n2A2)q2"2 k3-^3 • (30)

An example of Eq. (30) is the transition 2p5 3s2 + 2p6 kH; where qi = 5
and q2 = 2. Following the same steps as outlined above the autoioniza-
tion rate is given by

+ 2 - qi) (4Jl2 + 2) (4*3 + 2) M'(13;22)
q2 (q2 - 1) - — , (31)

k3 (4*2 + 1)

where

/ 1 2 \ / 2 3 \ n?<m-?9MM'(13;22) - E ( ^ J ln n ) i -M" j5 2 ) ] (32)

RK(13;22) Rlc'(13;22) .

The configuration,energies and bound radial orbitals needed to evaluate
the two types of Ag for any atomic system may be obtained from any con-
venient atomic structure code. Computer subroutines can provide rapid
evaluation of the 3-j and 6-j symbols and numerical evaluation of the
radial Slater integrals is straightforward. The continuum radial orbi-
tals needed to complete the evaluation of Aa may be obtained by solving
the radial Schrodinger equation in the distorted-wave approximation.
For rapid evaluation of many continuum orbitals a local distorting
potential constructed in a semiclassical exchange approximation1* has
proved quite useful. This exchange term simplifies the solution of the
differential equation and generally gives results in close agreement
with results obtained from a full non-local Hartree-Fock continuum



calculation. As will be seen in the next three sections, the expres-
sions for M and M' are the main working equations for the average-
configuration method applied to electron scattering processes.

IV. AVERAGE-CONFIGURATION RECOMBINATION CROSS SECTION

The inverse of the autolonizing transition between configurations
of Eq. (17) is the recombination process of the type

K (33)

where we identify the incident electron by replacing k i+JJ.I+ -* k^ &j_ • The

recombination process involves the active orbitals (n].Jli, k^i^) +

(n2Jl2, n3i.3). From the principle of detailed balancing the average-

configuration recombination cross section is given by1

E — h >

w h e r e Gj i s g i v e n by E q . ( 1 9 ) , A a i s g i v e n by E q . ( 2 9 ) ,

2\ /4Jt2 + 2̂
(35)

and AE is an energy width larger than the largest resonance width.

Substituting the expressions for Gj, Gp, and A a into Eq. (34) gives

°recomb " =1 Ul+D (**3+3-q3) (4JL2+3-q2) ^ (2^+1) M(23;li) . (36)

The inverse of Eq. (30) is the recombination process of the type

. (37)

The recombination process involves the active orbitals (n i l i ,
(n2^2)2» The average-configuration recombination cross section is given
by

iecomb ~ p
^ (38)

V. AVERAGE-CONFIGURATION EXCITATION CROSS SECTION

A slight modification of the recombination process of Eq. (33)
yields the electron excitation scattering process

, (39)

where we identify the scattered electron by replacing n3^3 ->kfJlf and
substituting qs " 1. The excitation process involves the active elec-
trons (niAi, k i ^ ) •> (n2A2» kf Af). The average-configuration excitation
cross section is given by



°exc = Pf A e Z ^ecomb ' ( 4 0 )

k
where the density of states Pf equals 2/iik.f for our choice of continuum

normalization. Substituting for "Orecomb f r o m E1' ^36^ o n e f i n d s t h a t

aexc = ^ £ ^ (q,+i) (4l2+3-q2) T. (2A.+1) <2Af+l) M(2f;11) . (41)

VI. AVERAGE-CONFIGURATION IONIZATION CROSS SECTION

A s l igh t modification of the exci ta t ion process of Eq, (39) yie lds
the electron ionizat ion sca t t e r ing process

+ 1 , (42)

where we identify the ejected electron by replacing n2-S.2 ^^e-^e a n d sub-
stituting q2 = 1. The ionization process involves the active electrons
(nl^l, ^-±^±) •* (̂ e-̂ e' kf-*f)' T h e average-configuration differential
ionization cross section is given by

dT

_2
where e = ke/2 is the ejected electron energy. Substituting for "5exc

from Eq. (41) one finds that

d a ion 32 ^
~dT~ " -3 - - (qi+D E (2%+D (2^+1) (2JJf+l) M(ef ; l i ) . (44)

ki ke ^f X±'*f**e

The total average-configuration ionization cross section is given by

/

2 2
where E m a x = (ke + kj)/2. Due to the presence of two outgoing continuum

orbitals the phase of the interference term in Eq. (28) is arbitrary.
The maximum interference approximation of Peterkop5 takes the negative
of the absolute value of the third term on the right hand side of
Eq. (28).

VII. CALCULATIONS USING AVERAGE-CONFIGURATION SCATTERING CROSS SECTIONS

The average-configuration scattering cross sections find great
utility In the study of electron-impact ionization of atomic ions. Con-
sider the following processes for ionization of an atomic Ion labeled A:

e~ + A n + -»• A ( n + 1 ) + + e~ + e~ , (45)

e~ + A n + -• (A n +)* + e~

I" e" , (47)



and

e + A1
n+

U (An+)* + e"

(48)

The first process Is direct ionization, the second is excitation-
autoionization, and the third is resonant-recombination double autoioni-
zation. These processes are usually quite independent and for low stages
of ionization radiative stabilization of the autoionization stages is
generally negligible.

For electron-impact ionization of F 2 + the direct process dominates
the cross section. In Fig. 1 average-configuration ionization cross
section calculations6 for the transitions

ls22s22p3k1Jt1

(49)
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Fig. 1. Electron-impact ionization of F2"1". Solid curve: average-
configuration distorted-wave calculation for the 2s and 2p direct ioni-
zation (Ref. 6); dashed curve: the 3-parameter Lotz formula (Ref. 7);
experimental data are from Mueller et al. (Ref. 8).



are compare compared with the 3-parameter semi-empirical Lotz formula7 and the
experimental crossed-beams measurements of Mueller et a l . 8 The break in
the theoretical curve at 80 eV i s the onset of the ?s ioniza t ion .
Although the remarkable agreement between theory and experiment in F21"
i s not typical of other atomic ions, the direct ionization process seems
to be described to fair ly good accuracy by the average-configuration
distorted-wave approximation of Eq. (45).

For electron-impact ionization of S4+ both the direct process and
the excitation-autoionizatlon process contribute to the total cross sec-
t ion . In Fig. 2 average-configuration excitation and ionizaf.on cross
section calcula t ions 9 for the t rans i t ions

2p63s3pkiJl1 2p53s3p2kfIf ,

2p53s3p3dkfif ,

2ps3s3p4pkfIf ,

2p53s3p4dkf If (50)

and

2p63s3pk1JLL 2p 63sk

2p 63pke

2p53s3pkeXekfZf , (51)

are compared with the experimental crossed-beams measurements of Howald
et a l . 1 " The break in the theoret ical curve at 170 eV is the onset of
the excitation-autoionization processes. Besides the remarkable agree-
ment between theory and experiment, one of the interes t ing features of
the S4"1" study is confirmation that the metastable 2p63s3p configuration
dominates the composition of the ion beam, since the agreement between
theory and experiment for ionization from the 2p°3s2 configuration is
not as good. Note also that 2p direct ionization would contribute to
the formation of S6"*" except for the fact that a majority of the s ta tes
of the 2p^3s3p configuration l ive long enough to be detected as S .

For electron-impact ionization of Ti 3 + the excitat ion-autoionizat ion
process dominates the cross sect ion. In Fig. 3 average-configuration
excitation and ionization cross section ca lcu la t ions 1 1 for the t r a n s i -
tions

3P
63d k ^ •+ 3p53d2 kf If , (52)

and

3p63d k ^ -> 3p6 kgJ^ kf if , (53)

are compared with an intermediate-coupled level to level distorted-wave
calculation12 md the experimental crossed-beams measurements of Falk
et al. The 3p*3d average-configuration excitation cross section for
Ti 3 + has a total threshold value of 179 * 10"18 an2 distributed over 45
different levels. Atomic structure calculations1 show that only 6 of
the 45 levels are autolonizlng. The average-configuration curve in
Fig. 3 is a statistical distribution of the collision strength to those
6 levels. The more detailed level to level calculation12 finds instead
that the 6 autoionizlng levels carry much more collision strength than a
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Fig. 2, Electron-impact ionizatlon of St++. Solid curve: average-
configuration distorted-wave calculation for the total ionization including
excitatlon-autoionization of the 2p63s3p configuration (Ref. 9); dashed
curve: direct ionization only; experimental data are from Howald et al.
(Ref. 10).
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Fig. 3. Near threshold electron-impact ionization of TiJf. Solid
curve marked CA: average-configuration disrorted-wave calculation for
the total ionizatlon including excitation-autolonization of the 3pb3d
configuration (Ref. 11); solid curve marked LL: level to level distorted-
wave calculation for the total ionization (Ref. 12); dashed curve: direct
ionization only; experimental data are from Falk et al. (Ref. 13).



statistical distribution would indicate, although the total value of
179 x 10" 1 8 cm2 is about the same. The average-configuration distorted-
wave method may be in substantial error for those atomic systems in
which the levels of the dominant excitation-autoionization configuration
straddle the ionization threshold. Note that at higher energies the
excitation transitions

3p63d k ^ + 3p53d4A kf Ĵ  (54)

will certainly contribute to the total crocs section, while on the other
hand the 3p direct ionization contributes only to the formation nf Ti?J".
Recent configuration-interaction level to level distorted-wave calcula-
tions1"4 and configuration-interaction close-coupling calculations1-'16

have found that theory and experiment are in substantial agreement for
Ti 3 +,

For electron-impact ionization of Sb the resonant-recombination
double autoionization process contributes to the total ionization cross
section. Associated with the dominant excitation-autoionization tran-
sition17

4 d l o 5 s 2 k i l 1 -+4d95s24f kfif , (55)

are the resonant-recombination transitions

4dlo5821ciX1 ->• 4d
95s24fniL . (56)

The enhancement of the cotal ionization cross section below the energy
threshold of the 4d->4f excitation is given by

ni
5da

where B(ja(ni.) is the branching ratio for double autoionization. An
average-configuration resonant-recombination cross section calculation
for the lOd, with an energy bin width of 1 eV, yields 0.13 x 10" 1 8

cm2.18 Combined w^th the many other ni configurations the effect of the
resonant-recombination process is to substantially enhance * the total
cross section below the 4d-*4f threshold. Care must be taken, however,
in computing the double autoionization branching ratio. For 4d 95s 2 4f
lOd the dominant decay mode is autoionization to the 4d95s.2 5d configu-
ration, which is itself an autoionizing configuration. For* many atomic
systems the first step decay of the_doubly-excited resonant configuration
is to a bound configuration, thus B^a is close to zero and no resonant-
recombination enhancement occurs.

The process of the dielectronic recombination of an atomic ion
labeled A:

e + A n + -> [A^1

can be described using the average-configuration transition rates and
scattering cross sections of the previous sections. For dielectronic
recombination of Mg the resonant-recombination transitions are

2p63s k ^ •> 2p63pn£ . (59)



The average-configuration dielectronic recombination cross section is

given by

°dr =
nil

(60)

where Brs(ni.) is the branching ratio for radiative stabilization. For
M g + B â -"-) + * a s n + "» t n u s t n e total dielectronic recombination
cross section peaks at relatively high n values. In Fig. 4 an average-
configuration dielectronic recombination cross section calculation1 is
compared to an intermediate-coupled distorted-wave calculation20 and Lhe
experimental crossed-beams measurements of Belie et al. 2 1 Due to field
ionization effects in the experiment only resonances with n < 63 are
included in the calculations. The natural Rydberg spectrum of narrow
peaks converging to the 3p ionization limit at 4.5 eV has been convoluted
with a 0.3 eV Gaussian to simulate the experimental resolution. Although
beyond the scope of this review, field mixing effects in the experiment
can be incorporated19 in the average-configuration approximation by
changing from a spherical to parabolic coordinate system for the Rydberg
electron. The average-configuration results are about 25% high when
compared to a more detailed intermediate-coupled matrix-diagonalized

distorted-wave calculation.20

Although of rather limited utility, the average-configuration scat-
tering cross sections can be used in the study of electron-impact exci-
tation of atomic ions. Consider the following processes for excitation
of an atomic ion labeled A:
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Fig. 4. Dielectronic recombination cross section for Mg+ including
all resonances with n < 63 convoluted with a 0.3 eV Gaussian. Solid curve
marked CA: average-configuration distorted-wave calculation including
complete field mixing (Ref. 19); solid curve marked IC: intermediate-
coupled distorted-wave calculation at a field strength of 24 V/cm (Ref.
20); dashed curve marked OA: average-configuration distorted-wave cal-
culation with no field mixing (Ref. 19); dashed curve marked IC:
intermediate-coupled distorted-wave calculation at zero field strength
(Ref. 20); experimental data are from Belie et al. (Ref. 21).



tf+ + A
n + + e" . (61)

and

L A?+ + e" .AJT + e" . (62)

The first process is direct i->f excitation and the second is resonant-
recombination autoionization. These processes can sometimes be treated
as independent.

For most applications excitation cross sections are needed for level
to level or multiplet to multiplet transitions. The average-cor.figuration
method, however, can prove quite useful for survey work, analyzing com-
plicated transition arrays in high Z atomic systems, and treating simple
alkali-like atomic ions. For the electron-impact 2s->-3s excitation of 0 ^
the direct excitation process is substantially enhanced by the resonant-
recombination autoionization process. Associated with the excitation
transition

j ^ Is23skf JLf , (63)

are the resonant-recombination transitions

Is22skii!1 p ls23pnA

ls23dnJl

VnJL . (6A)

The enhancement of the excitation cross section for a single Rydberg
series of drubly-exclted configurations is given by x

°rra - E W o m b ^ * ) ga,f(n*> > (65>
ni

where § a j(nA) is the branching ratio for single autoionization leaving
the ion in the final configuration, in this case Is 3s. In Fig. 5 an
average-configuration excitation cross section calculation for 0^~ is
presented.2- The natural spectrum of narrow peaks on top of the smooth
background cross section has been convoluted with a 0.3 eV Gaussian to
simulate a typical experimental resolution. Care must be taken again in
computing the single autoionization branching ratio. Above the Is 23p
energy threshold at 83 eV, members of Is23dn£and Is 24A'n JL sequences pref-
erentially decay to the Is 3p continuum. Thus large resonance enhance-
ments of the excitation cross sections are confined primarily to the
near-threshold energy region. Although not shown, comparison of 2s -+3s
average-configuration distorted-wave results with other more detailed
close-coupling23>24 calculations is quite good.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

The average-configuration scattering cross section equations derived
in the preceding sections can quite easily be converted to machine code
and implemented on any fairly large memcry computer. They provide a
useful theoretical tool for prediction of electron-impact excitation,
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Fig. 5. Electron-impact 2s->39 excitation of 05"1". Dashed curve:
average-configuration distorted-wave calculation for the total excitation
including all resonances convoluted with a 0.3 eV Gaussian (Ref. 22);
solid curve: direct excitation only.

ionization, and resonant-recombination processes. If used in conjunction
with more detailed theoretical methods and new experimental techniques,
they can greatly increase our understanding of the nature of electron-ion
collisions.
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